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Abstract 

The effect of residual stress on the fracture of chemically strengthened thin 

aluminosilicate glass was investigated. The large deflection problem on the flexure of 

thin chemically strengthened glass was solved through finite element analysis. The 

relationship among compressive stress (CS), central tension (CT), and the modulus of 

rupture of chemically strengthened thin glass was also discussed. High CS and low 

CT improved the flexural strength of chemically strengthened glass. However, the 

effect of residual stress was more complex on Weibull modulus than on strength. The 

effect of residual stress on the fractography of chemically strengthened thin glass was 

analyzed. Transparent and opaque zones were observed on the fracture surface of 

chemically strengthened glass. The relative thickness of the opaque zone (dOpaque/d0), 

which is a constant in the same fracture zone, linearly decreased with increasing 

fracture zone. This result indicates that the stored elastic strain energy was released 

with the number of transverse cracks. These results provide useful information on the 

failure analysis of chemically strengthened thin glass. 
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1. Introduction 

Chemical strengthening is an effective method of strengthening thin glass; during 

this process, thin glasses are immersed in a molten alkali salt at a temperature below 

the glass transition [1]. K+–Na+ ion exchange, which was introduced by Kistler in 

1962, is the most commonly described route of chemical strengthening [2]. 

Strengthening has two competing processes: one is the generation of stress from 

“stuffing” large foreign ions into small host ion sites in the glass, and the other is the 

relaxation of stress using viscous flow [3]. The exchange depth, the concentration of 

ions that can be replaced with large ions, and any stress or structural relaxation that 

may occur determine the magnitudes of the residual stress. For a given thickness of 

glass, the residual stress is varied by compressive stress (CS) , central tension (CT) 

and the depth of stress layer (DOL)[4]. The improvement of strength is contributed 

from residual stress profile in chemically strengthened glass. Therefore, 

understanding the effect of residual stress on the fracture of glass is not only of 

long-standing fundamental interest but is also important for controlling the 

mechanical properties of glass products. 

The ring-on-ring (ROR) test is commonly used to evaluate the strength of a 

monolithic glass substrate. The linear bending of glass in ROR fixtures is well known 

and formulated in ASTM standards [5, 6]. However, these standards restrict the 

deflection to one quarter of the glass thickness. If the uncommon small-deflection 

theory is considered, then the strength value obtained would be significantly high 

because the membrane stress from the large deflection is neglected. Consequently, the 



rigorous large-deflection theory is required to convert failure load to failure stress 

(strength) of a glass substrate [7–9]. 

The nature of fracture in chemically strengthened glass determines the safety 

degree of the glass. Fracture mechanics provide the context for understanding the 

fracture of brittle materials, including glass [10,11]. A crack in glass begins to grow 

when the crack-tip stress intensity factor KI equals the fracture toughness. If KI 

continues to increase, then the crack accelerates and produces the topographic features 

of mirror, mist, and hackle on the fracture surface. The fracture origin, the direction of 

crack propagation, and the local stress distributions prior to fracture may be 

determined from the fracture–surface topography of glass [12]. The crack branches 

and a macroscopic crack branching pattern forms after hackle production. P. Acloque 

first reported on the fragmentation test in 1956, since then, several studies have 

explored the relationship among tempered level, glass thickness, and fragment 

number [13–15]. However, conclusive results on the above-mentioned correlation 

remain lacking to date. Tandon and Glass [16] studied the control of the fragmentation 

behavior in stressed glass and reported that fragment size is inversely proportional to 

the square of the central tension and weakly depends on sample thickness. Mognato et 

al. [17] showed that fragment number is proportional to the surface CS and that 

particle density is generally independent of the glass thickness if the thickness is 

within 4–10 mm. Kooi et al. [18] also used fractal geometry to characterize the 

macroscopic surface crack branching patterns in strengthened glass. They showed that 

the crack-branching coefficient is not related to the strength or the stress at fracture or 



even to the total stored tensile strain energy. However, the relationship among the 

residual stresses, fragments, and fractography of chemically strengthened glass 

remains unclear at present. 

The current study investigated the effect of residual stress on the flexural 

strength and fractography of chemically strengthened thin aluminosilicate glass to 

gain new insights into their relationships. Results showed that high CS and low CT 

improved the flexural strength of chemically strengthened glass. However, the effect 

of residual stress was more complex on Weibull modulus than on strength. 

Transparent and opaque zones were also observed on the fracture surface of 

chemically strengthened glass. The relative thickness of the opaque zone (dOpaque/d0), 

which is a constant in the same fracture zone, linearly decreased with increasing 

fracture zone. This result indicates that the stored elastic-strain energy was released 

with the number of transverse cracks.  

2. E xperimental method 

The glass used in this study was a sodium aluminosilicate glass (Corning 2318, 

Corning Inc., NY). The square plate samples measured an average of 100 ± 0.5 mm 

on an edge and an average thickness of 1.80 ± 0.02 mm. Ion exchange involved 

suspending disks of the glass in a molten potassium nitrate bath held at 420 °C for 

varying periods (1 h, 3 h, 5 h, 7 h, and 12 h). After the ion exchange, the disks were 

removed, cooled, and then rinsed with deionized water. The CS, DOL, and CT of the 

samples were determined through birefringence stress measurement (FSM-6000 LE, 

ORIHARA, Japan). 



The modulus of rupture (MOR) was determined on an Instron universal testing 

machine. ROR biaxial flexure tests were conducted to evaluate glass strength under 

annealed and ion-exchanged conditions.  

The biaxial flexure test fixture was designed in accordance with the British 

standard (BS EN1288-5:2000) and ASTM C1499-09 standard. The fixture comprised 

a support ring with a diameter of 90 mm and a concentric loading ring with a diameter 

of 18 mm. Each ring had a radius of curvature of 2 mm and was fabricated from 

stainless steel. Silicone rubber sheets (~3.0 mm thick) were used to serve as a 

compliant layer between the sample and the support and load rings. Adhesive tape 

was applied to the compressive side of the sample to retain fragments for 

fractographic analysis. Twenty specimens were tested for each condition at a stress 

rate of 2.0 MPa/s, and the loads to failure were used to calculate the strengths of the 

specimens. The strength distributions were analyzed using a conventional 

two-parameter Weibull approach [19-23]: 

 , 0.5f iP i n                                              (1) 

   0 0ln ln 1 1 ln ln lnfP V m m       
 

                    (2)       

  Where Pf is the fracture probability, n is the total number of the samples tested 

and i is the sample rank in ascending order of failure stress. σ0 is a scaling parameter, 

referred as a characteristic strength defined as the stress at which the Pf is 63.2%, m is 

the Weibull modulus and V is the normalized volume of the tested sample. By fitting a 

straight line to lnln[1/(1 − Pf)] as a function of lnσ, the Weibull modulus m is simply 

obtained from its slope and the scaling parameter σ0 can be determined from the 



intercept.      

Fractographic analysis was conducted on the samples to identify the types of 

failure origins that contributed to failure. Visual inspections of the samples 

determined the fragment patterns and whether or not the sample failed because of 

surface or volume flaws. Samples that failed under the load ring or from edge failures 

were identified. The fractured surface of the samples was investigated through 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 

3. Results and discussions 

The CS and DOL of the ion-exchanged specimens as function of exchange time 

at 420℃ are shown in Fig. 1. DOL increases and CS decreases with exchange time. 

As the time increases, the potassium ions diffuse far into the surface, which increases 

the DOL. However, the CS decreases with exchange time because of the stress 

relaxation and increasing CT that need to be balanced by CS. 

Figure 2 shows the typical load–deflection relationships for chemically 

strengthened thin aluminosilicate glass with different exchange times at 420℃. The 

fracture load for annealed glass is very low (~500 N). This result indicates that the 

flexural strength of annealed glass is lower than that of chemically strengthened glass. 

The fracture load for chemically strengthened glass varies with exchange time at 

420℃. However, the load–deflection curves become nonlinear with increasing load. 

Thus, large-deflection theory should be considered when analyzing the flexural 

strength of chemically strengthened thin aluminosilicate glass [7].  

In this study, finite element analysis (FEA) was used to solve the large deflection 



problem. The insert of Figure 3a shows the finite element mesh of a square specimen 

commonly employed in ROR testing. The elastic properties of the specimen used in 

this study are E (Young’s modulus) =70 GPa and ν (Poisson’s ratio) =0.21. Figure 3a 

shows the specimen center deflection as a function of the applied load for small 

(ASTM C1499-09) and large (FEA) deflection solutions. Deflection linearly varies 

when the load is lower than approximately 500 N but nonlinearly varies when the load 

exceeds this amount. This finding differs from that obtained when small-deflection 

theory was employed in the ASTM C1499-09 test. FEA using large-deflection theory 

fitted well with the experiment. Thus, large-deflection theory must be considered 

when analyzing the flexural strength of chemically strengthened thin aluminosilicate 

glass. Figure 3b shows ROR stress as a function of applied load using small and large 

deflection solutions. The stress linearly varies when the load reaches approximately 

500 N but nonlinearly varies when the load exceeds this amount. Figure 3b shows that 

the stress versus load plot is nonlinear and the small-deflection theory can predict 

stresses that are two or more times higher than the actual stresses.  

The failure stress (flexural strength) of annealed and chemically strengthened 

auliminosilicate glass was obtained on the basis of large-deflection theory (Figure 4). 

Figure 4a shows the cumulative fracture probability (Pf) as a function of the MOR for 

raw glass and chemically strengthened glass. It can be seen that the MOR of 

chemically strengthened glass is higher than that of the as-received glass at the same 

fracture probability. The MOR (σ0) and Weibull modulus (m) of annealed and 

chemically strengthened auliminosilicate glass was also obtained as shown in Table 1. 



Therein, the MOR (σ0) of chemically strengthened glass for 1 h at 420℃ is the largest 

(~801 MPa), which may attributed to the largest CS for 1 h. Increasing the exchange 

time reduces the MOR (σ0), and MOR (σ0) of ~655 MPa is measured for the 12 h 

exchange. This reduction in the MOR (σ0) with increasing exchange time is attributed 

to CS relaxation (Figure 1). However, the MOR (σ0) of chemically strengthened glass 

for 5 h is larger than that for 3, 7, and 12 h. This result indicates that the MOR (σ0) is 

affected by both CS and CT. To analyze the Weibull modulus of these glasses, 

two-parameter Weibull plots for annealed glass and chemically strengthened glass 

subjected to a ROR biaxial flexure test at a stress rate of 2MPa/s are shown in Figure 

4b. Annealed glass has the lowest Weibull modulus (m = 2.68), indicating that it also 

has the largest strength variability. Chemically strengthened glass for 5 h has the 

largest Weibull modulus (m = 32.95), which is more than three times that of 

chemically strengthened glass for 1 h (m = 9.82). This result may attributed to the 

small depth of the stress layer in chemically strengthened glass for 1 h (DOL=20 μm). 

Well-controlled edge machining leaves flaws within 20～30 μm[24]. The DOL of ~20 

μm cannot ensure that these machining flaws are fully enveloped with the CS, thereby 

causing the small Weibull modulus. However, increasing the DOL may increase the 

CT and affect the strength and Weibull modulus. 

Figure 5 shows the contours of the CS-CT-MOR and CS-CT-m diagrams of 

chemically strengthened glass. Large CS and low CT improved the flexural strength 

of chemically strengthened glass. However, CS should be balanced with CT to 

improve the Weibull modulus which indicates that the Weibull modulus of chemically 



strengthened glass is sensitive to its CS and CT[25].  

The fracture pattern for raw glass and chemically strengthened glass with 

different exchange times at 420 ℃ was shown in Figure 6. For annealed glass 

(Figure 6a), many radial cracks propagate from the fracture origin (in the red circle) to 

the sample edges. However, compared with annealed glass, chemically strengthened 

glass has higher density of radial cracks and transverse cracks. With prolonging 

exchange time, the number of radial cracks remains fairly constant, whereas the 

numbers of transverse cracks continue to increase. This finding suggests that the CT 

affects transverse cracks[18]. Figure 7 shows the stress localization of the in-plane 

surface tensile stress for different deflections. When the deflection approaches or is 

above the specimen thickness, the tensile stress is no longer homogenous. As a result, 

a peak stress is generated opposite the load ring, and a failure occurs underneath the 

load ring which are consistent with the experimental results as shown in Figure 6. In 

addition, the stress wave along the radial direction from the origin may provide useful 

information on the transverse crack circles from the crack patterns. 

To elucidate the mechanism underlying the formation of transverse cracks, the 

schematic fracture pattern of chemically strengthened aluminosilicate glass is shown 

in Figure 8. It can be seen that along one radial crack, more than five zones can be 

marked using the transverse cracks. We only analyzed the nearest five zones from the 

origin to predigest the problem. The mechanism underlying the transverse crack 

generation in our samples may be as follows: the subsurface mist hackle features are 

manifestations of the crack front going out of plane. These perturbations are 



suppressed when then nonplanarity of the crack front is small and the CT is low [18]. 

However, these perturbations can be extended to be perpendicular to the plane of the 

primary crack for glass with high CT. The relaxed CS can impede the growth of these 

cracks, and they breach the surface. 

   Figure 9a shows a typical image of the fracture surface for zone 1 of chemically 

strengthened glass. The fracture surface has two parts: transparent and opaque zones. 

However, this characteristic was not observed in the as-received glass. Therein, the 

transparent zone is related to the compressive surface during loading and the opaque 

zone corresponding to tensile surface. In Figure 9b, d0 is the specimen thickness, 

dOpaque is the opaque zone thickness, and r is the radius of fracture origin. In addition, 

dOpaque is a constant in the same fracture zone. However, this constant decreases with 

increasing fracture zone (Figure 9c). This result indicates that the stored elastic strain 

energy was released with the number of transverse cracks.  

Residual stress also affects the fracture origin. Such as stress can alter the shape 

of the mirror region and change the stress axis intercept for the Am/m line on a stress 

versus the inverse square root of the fracture mirror radius plot [26]. Figure 10 shows 

the radius of the origin zone as a function of exchange time (a) and CT (b) for 

chemically strengthened aluminosilicate glass. The red line in this figure is the fitting 

result. The radius of origin decreases with prolonging exchange time and can be 

described using a linear function. The radius of origin also decreases with the CT, but 

the radius of origin–CT relation could be described using the following exponential 

function:  



2exp( )y Ax Bx C  
                                     (3) 

where y is the radius of origin; x is the CT; and A, B, and C are constants, where 

A = 1.07 ± 0.11, B = 0.05 ± 0.01, and C = −0.003 ± 0.0004.  

As is well known, the mirror is the first type of surface to form and it is also the 

characteristic of slow-moving cracks[27,28]. The mirror is related to the velocity of 

transverse elastic waves in the glass and the critical stress to the cohesive strength of 

the glass. We speculate that the velocity of transverse elastic waves in the glass 

increases but the critical stress to the cohesive strength decreases with increasing CT. 

This phenomenon results in the small origin. A detailed investigation on the 

mechanism must be conducted. These results also indicate that CT does not linearly 

increase with exchange time.  

dOpaque/d0 as a function of the fracture zone from the origin for chemically 

strengthened glass with different exchange times at 420℃ is shown in Figure 11. 

dOpaque/d0 decreases with distance from fracture origin. The decreasing rate differs 

between specimens with different exchange times. This result indicates that the 

transverse cracks influence dOpaque/d0. The transverse cracks release the elastic strain 

energy and decrease dOpaque/d0.  

Figure 12 shows the typical SEM images of continuous fracture surface of zone 

1 for chemically strengthened glass (420℃, 1 h). A small region of mist can be 

observed near the fracture origin. The mist continues as the crack moves to the right 

and expands across and into the section. With crack propagation, the mist converts to 

hackle near the compressive surface. Wallner lines and Hackle marks on the fracture 



surface reveal the crack propagation direction in each zone[29]. Twist hackle marks, 

which indicate that the tensile stress is tilted from the crack surface, are found near the 

macroscopic crack branching. These marks may be related to the large deflection of 

chemically strengthened glass during loading. The presence of a clear zone near the 

compressive surface indicates a relatively low crack velocity and a relatively low 

energy release rate [30, 31]. In other words, the existence of the clear zone allows 

crack bifurcation by controlling the release rate of the stored elastic energy.  

4. Summary 

The large deflection problem on the flexure of thin chemical strengthened glass 

was solved through FEA. High CS and low CT improved the flexural strength of 

chemically strengthened glass. However, the effect of residual stress was more 

complex on Weibull modulus than on strength. Transparent and opaque zones were 

observed on the fracture surface of chemically strengthened glass. dOpaque/d0, a 

constant in the same fracture zone, linearly decreased with distance from fracture 

origin which indicates that the stored elastic-strain energy was released with the 

number of transverse cracks. These results provide useful information on the failure 

analysis of chemically strengthened thin glass. 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1 Compressive stress (CS) and depth of stress layer (DOL) as function of 

exchange time for chemically strengthened thin aluminosilicate glass. 

Figure 2 Typical load–deflection relationships for chemically strengthened thin 

aluminosilicate glass with different exchange times at 420 °C. 

Figure 3 (a) Specimen center deflection as a function of applied load: small (ASTM) 

and large (FEA) deflection solutions; The insert is shell element FEA model mesh. (b) 

ROR stress as a function of applied load: small (ASTM) and large (FEA) deflection 

solutions. 

Figure 4 (a) Cumulative fracture probability (F) as a function of MOR for raw glass 

and chemically strengthened glass; (b) Two-parameter Weibull plots for raw glass and 

chemically strengthened glass tested using a ROR biaxial flexure test at a stress rate 

of 2 MPa/s. 

Figure 5 (a) Contours of the CS-CT-MOR diagram of chemical strengthened glass; (b) 

Contours of the CS-CT-m diagram of chemically strengthened glass. 

Figure 6 Images of fracture pattern for raw glass and chemically strengthened glass 

with different exchanges time at 420 °C. (a) Raw glass; (b) 1 h; (c) 3 h; (d) 5 h; (e) 7 h; 

(f) 12 h. 

Figure 7 Stress localization of the in-plane surface tensile stress for different 

deflections. (a) 1.0 mm; (b) 1.9 mm; (c) 2.9 mm; (d) 3.9 mm; (e) 4.4 mm; (f) 5.0 mm. 

Figure 8 Schematic fracture pattern of chemically strengthened aluminosilicate glass. 



Figure 9 (a) Typical image of fracture surface for zone 1; (b) Schematic fracture 

surface for zone 1; (c) Schematic fracture surface for zones 1 to 5. 

Figure 10 (a) Radius of origin zone (r) as a function of the exchange time for chemical 

strengthened aluminosilicate glass, the red line is the fitting result; (b) Radius of 

origin zone as a function of the CT for chemically strengthened aluminosilicate glass, 

the red line is the fitting result. 

Figure 11 dOpaque/d0 as a function of the fracture zone from the origin for chemically 

strengthened glass with different exchange times at 420℃. 

Figure 12 Typical SEM images of continuous fracture surface of zone 1 for 

chemically strengthened glass (420℃, 1 h) 
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Table 1 σ0 and m of annealed and chemically strengthened auliminosilicate glass with 

different exchange time 

Exchange time (h) σ0 (MPa) m 

0 155 2.68±0.26 

1 801 9.82±0.51 

3 721 17.66±1.11 

5 726 32.95±2.05 

7 709 15.92±1.32 

12 655 23.21±2.57 
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